
 Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) 
Telxon Replacement for Retail 

 Lightning-Fast Precise Scanning 
Using Smartphone Camera 

 Scans All Existing Telxon 
Symbologies 

 Full Order Log Capabilities 

 iPhone, Android or iPod Touch 

 No Hardware To Buy 

 Uses Your Current Telxon 
Interface 

Swim To www.Ai2.com For Your Demo 



OrderShark™ solves your Telxon problems permanently – without purchasing new 
hardware.  OrderShark is an app for Android, iPhone and iPod that provides superior 
functionality to Telxon order entry without acoustic connectivity problems.  OrderShark 
emulates the look and functionality of the familiar Telxon but with the enhanced order log 
capabilities commonly found in expensive pocket PC systems.  

 

 

 

OrderShark is the low-cost alternative that improves communication between a retailer and 
distributor, with superior functionality over existing Telxon devices.  OrderShark supports a 
BYOD (“Bring Your Own Device”) approach that saves a distributor from making a large 
hardware investment. 

 

 

 

Using the smartphone’s camera, OrderShark scans any barcode type from any angle using 
lightning-fast proprietary scanning technology.  It reads all existing UPC types as fast as a Telxon 
and it also reads QR codes.  It handles all existing Telxon symbologies.   

 

 

Users can view, edit, retain and copy previous orders.  The system provides the status of all 
orders including confirmation that an order was received by the host.   Orders are sent over WiFi 
or cellular networks.  A user familiar with a Telxon will require no training for OrderShark.  It 
also supports international language sets for easy multilingual use. 

 

 

OrderShark interfaces quickly and easily to your existing Telxon interface, which shortens 
deployment time.  A distributor or retailer need not purchase any new computer hardware or 
fret about complicated deployment logistics.  Users simply download OrderShark from the Apple 
or Android app store to their existing smartphones or iPods, enter a specifically assigned 
confirmation number and begin building their orders immediately.  

 

 

To get OrderShark™ working for you, visit booth 217 at the AWMA Show or go to 
www.ai2.com 

 


